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abstract: From biofilms to whale pods, organisms across taxa
live in groups, thereby accruing numerous diverse benefits of soci-
ality. All social organisms, however, pay the inherent cost of in-
creased resource competition. One expects that when resources be-
come scarce, this cost will increase, causing group sizes to decrease.
Indeed, this occurs in some species, but there are also species for
which group sizes remain stable or even increase under scarcity.
What accounts for these opposing responses?We present a concep-
tual framework, literature review, and theoretical model demon-
strating that differing responses to sudden resource shifts can be
explained by which sociality benefit exerts the strongest selection
pressure on a particular species. We categorize resource-related
benefits of sociality into six functionally distinct classes and model
their effect on the survival of individuals foraging in groups under
different resource conditions.We find that whether, and to what de-
gree, the optimal group size (or correlates thereof ) increases, de-
creases, or remains constant when resource abundance declines
depends strongly on the dominant sociality mechanism. Existing
data, although limited, support our model predictions. Overall,
we show that across a wide diversity of taxa, differences in how
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group size shifts in response to resource declines can be driven by
differences in the primary benefits of sociality.

Keywords: social behavior, resource abundance, resource scarcity,
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Introduction

Organisms across the tree of life—including bacteria, in-
sects, and mammals—have evolved to live in groups, and
understanding why sociality is so common has been a
fundamental area of biological research for centuries. So-
ciality is particularly interesting because of its inherent
cost: organisms living in groups necessarily face increased
resource competition. For the countless diverse organisms
that live in groups, this cost must be overcome by one or
more evolutionary benefits. For example, socialitymay de-
crease predation risk (Cresswell 1994), increase mating
opportunities (Mayer and Pasinelli 2013), or increase the
survival probability of offspring (Silk 2007). Regardless
of the benefit a given social species enjoys, when resources
become scarce—and the cost of resource competition in-
creases—one may reasonably expect the cost-benefit cal-
culation to tip away from sociality and for group sizes to
decrease. Indeed, this expectation is borne out in many
species (Smith et al. 2008), perhaps especially the charis-
maticmammals frequently presented as examples of social
animals, such as lions (which form smaller groups when
ty of Chicago. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
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prey is less abundant; Caraco and Wolf 1975) and bottle-
nose dolphins (which form smaller foraging groups when
prey is at low densities; Campbell et al. 2002).
However, there are also many social species for which

group sizes increase under scarcity. This occurs in taxo-
nomically diverse groups, including some bacteria and yeast
(which aggregate into flocs or form biofilms under low-
nutrient concentrations; Koschwanez et al. 2011; Fisher
and Regenberg 2019) andMormon crickets (Anabrus sim-
plex, which transition from solitary to gregarious when
resources are scarce; Simpson et al. 2006; Bazazi et al.
2011). Yet other groups maintain a stable group size de-
spite changing resource availability, including mule deer
(which have consistent group sizes regardless of the patch
size; Bowyer et al. 2001). In addition to the direction of the
group size change, the magnitude of these group size shifts
can also vary greatly. For example, cavies exhibit relatively
small increases in group size (Taraborelli and Moreno
2009), whereas for locusts, the transition from a solitary
phase to a gregarious phase triggers the formation of mas-
sive swarms (Bazazi et al. 2011; Pruitt et al. 2018). In ta-
ble S1, we provide a nonexhaustive list of known examples
of organisms across taxa for which group sizes were mea-
sured across different resource abundances, with some de-
creasing, some increasing, and some showing no change in
group size as resources become scarce. The fact that differ-
ent species have opposing responses to scarcity is interest-
ing and, on first inspection, surprising. What accounts for
these differing responses, and specifically, why do some
species form larger groups, ostensibly amplifying resource
competition, when the resource pool shrinks?
One potential explanation for the observation that

some species form larger groups when resources decrease
is that the benefits of sociality for such species become
stronger under scarcity, overcoming the increased re-
source competition. For example, one can imagine that
in some species, large groupsmay be somewhat more suc-
cessful at finding common resources than small groups
but much more successful at finding rare resources. In
principle, this added benefit of sociality under scarcity
could more than offset the added competition cost. Dif-
ferent types of benefits may vary in the extent to which
they are strengthened (or weakened) by scarcity. Perhaps
locusts and lions have opposite responses to scarcity be-
cause the benefit of sociality for locusts gets stronger un-
der scarcity, while a different benefit important for lions
does not. In actuality, a given species will rarely derive only
one benefit from sociality, but a subset of the potential be-
nefits (and costs) will dominate, and the balance of their
magnitudes will determine the typical group size within a
given ecological context (Alexander 1974; Macdonald 1983).
The response of a given group to a reduction in available
resources should depend on how scarcity affects the spe-
cific key benefits exerting the strongest selection pressures
and driving sociality in that group. In short, we hypothe-
size that different species may have opposing responses to
scarcity because they gain fundamentally different key
benefits from sociality.
It is currently difficult to apply this hypothesis to make

predictions about whether a given species’ group size will
grow, shrink, or remain stable during periods of changing
resource availability, for twomain reasons. First, there are
countless possible benefits that organisms may derive
from living in groups, and it remains challenging to iden-
tify which proposed benefits are most important for par-
ticular species. Second, even if a given species’ key benefits
of sociality are knownwith relative certainty, the potential
effects of changes in resource abundance on the strength of
these benefits may be nonintuitive; for example, it is hard
to guess whether and how resource availability will affect
the social benefit of reduced predation risk. There is cur-
rently no framework for predicting such effects. However,
if we can overcome these challenges, we may gain insight
into why groups exhibit such variable responses to re-
source scarcity. If the key sociality benefits for an organism
are known, this would allow us to predict how groups will
respond to changing resource availability—which is of in-
creasing importance in the context of a changing global
climate. Furthermore, in principle, this may allow us to
perform the reverse inference and use observed group size
changes resulting from shifts in resources to make pre-
dictions about the biological and ecological factors under-
lying sociality for particular species. Because group size is
typically relatively easy to measure, this may prove valu-
able for understanding the key drivers of group living
across the tree of life, which is among the most important
challenges in the study of social systems.
There is already a large body of literature on the costs

and benefits of group living across taxa. Researchers typ-
ically focus on the effects of a single candidate benefit of
sociality or a very small number of benefits whether using
models (e.g., Ioannou et al. 2012) or empirical approaches
(e.g., Bilde et al. 2007). Studying each benefit in isolation
may allow a researcher to understand the selection pres-
sure for that particular benefit, but it does not allow one to
determine the relative contribution of different benefits
toward maintaining sociality or to identify the most im-
portant benefits for a particular species. One might imag-
ine that to identify the most important benefit of sociality,
a researcher needs to perform experiments or analyze
models investigating all of the myriad potential benefits
simultaneously, a likely infeasible task (Packer and Ruttan
1988; Silk 2007). Certain types of social systems are par-
ticularly well studied (e.g., cooperative breeding), provid-
ing a broader understanding of how ecological and social
dynamics affect group size in these systems. However, it is
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difficult to generalize the insights gained across the behav-
iorally and taxonomically diverse social organisms, as the
influence of different social and ecological costs and ben-
efits on group size is remarkably variable both within spe-
cies and across species (Barnard and Sibly 1981; Johnson
et al. 2002; Fronhofer et al. 2018). A new approach—ex-
amining changes in group size as containing signals of so-
ciality drivers—would be a valuable contribution to this
literature.
Here, we present the first steps toward the larger goal of

understanding how different key benefits of sociality may
affect the direction andmagnitude of group size shifts un-
der resource scarcity and therefore explaining why some
groups grow rather than shrink in response to increased
resource competition. First, we looked across the litera-
ture, collating resource-related benefits of sociality and
identifying six functionally distinct categories. We fo-
cused primarily on resource-related benefits because they
are most likely to affect the response to scarcity (further
described in “Scope”). Second, we developed a flexible
modeling framework that incorporates these categories
of benefits to investigate how they may cause shifts in
group sizewhen resource availability shifts. Third, we com-
pared the results of our model with existing empirical
data, although such data are currently scant. In “Discus-
sion,” we highlight limitations of the present work and
describe future work that would extend our results and
move further toward a unified understanding of sociality
across biology.
Scope

Our study ismotivated by the observation that sudden de-
creases in resource abundance seem to cause varying—
even opposing—responses in different species. We there-
fore focus on changes in the abundance of resources (i.e.,
food) that occur over relatively short ecological timescales
(within generations). While we consider how differential
evolutionary drivers of sociality may account for the var-
iance in groups’ responses, the responses themselves are
behavioral (plastic) rather than evolutionary. Our model
therefore operates on short timescales, and we do not
model reproduction. To include in our framework the
broad diversity of social organisms across the tree of life,
we made several additional assumptions and definitions.
We define sociality as living in groups, and we use group
size as a proxy for the degree of sociality. This proxy is in-
complete, and we acknowledge that it is possible for a
group to become more or less social in terms of individ-
uals’ behaviors while the group size remains stable; for ex-
ample, individuals could remain in a group but become
less cooperative.Wemaintain that group size is a valuable
proxy in the context of our broad framework however, be-
cause it applies to, and can generally be measured or esti-
mated in, virtually all species across the tree of life. Fur-
thermore, group size is relatively unambiguous, although
we acknowledge that there are groups for which assigning
a size can be subjective, such as in superorganisms like
eusocial insects. In this case, we treat the members of a
eusocial colony as separate individuals because each must
consume resources.
While it would be ideal to look across all of the benefits

of sociality in a single conceptual and modeling frame-
work, for the present work we focus specifically on
resource-related benefits because we expect such benefits
to have potentially large effects on groups’ responses to
resource scarcity. Additionally, a model incorporating
all possible benefits of sociality is likely to be infeasible,
and modeling every benefit of sociality at once (potentially
many dozens) would make it difficult to gain an intui-
tive understanding of the results of the model or to then
apply those results to future research. Furthermore,
resource-related benefits have been shown to be a central
and important type of social benefit for a wide variety
of species (Sumpter 2010). Indeed, variability in social
groups, within and across populations and species, is
often attributed to underlying variation in ecological
resources (Emlen and Oring 1977; Lott 1991), and
many models have been developed to explain the influ-
ence of ecological conditions on social organization or
group size (Orians 1969; Carr and Macdonald 1986;
Johnson et al. 2002; Korb andHeinze 2016). Even limiting
our focus to resource-related benefits, however, leaves a
wide diversity of benefits, especially when looking across
taxa. A unifying classification of such benefits that allows
for comparative work is currently lacking. Such a taxon-
omy will allow for a much clearer picture of the variety
and types of resource-related benefits that sociality can
provide.
For these reasons, the benefits we explicitly include in

our model are those that relate directly to the acquisition
and expenditure of caloric resources. Our goal was to in-
clude all of the benefits that allow groups to get more en-
ergy from their environment or to spend less energy in
doing so. However, rather than completely ignoring other
costs and benefits of sociality, we gather these other
factors into a single category (see “Non-Resource-Related
Benefits and Costs of Sociality”). We acknowledge that
this category includes a great diversity of costs and ben-
efits of sociality, such as cooperative breeding and re-
duced predation risk, which are important for many spe-
cies. Some of these other factors have been well studied; for
example, there is a robust literature on the reproduction-
related effects of sociality, including their effects on group
size (e.g., Shen et al. 2017). Our goal is to complement,
rather than replace, this literature and the wealth of
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research focusing on costs and benefits of sociality that
do not directly relate to acquiring and expending caloric
resources.
Identifying Fundamental Resource-Related Benefits
and Costs of Sociality

Literature Survey

To accomplish our first goal of classifying resource-related
benefits of sociality into functionally distinct categories,
we searched the literature for evidence of benefits and
costs of sociality to resource acquisition. Typically, this
evidence consisted of observations or experiments mea-
suring the success of groups of different sizes. Rather
than being exhaustive, our broad literature review was
meant to provide examples of different resource-related
benefits of sociality. Because we were looking so broadly
across taxa, we were not able to use consistent search
terms, as the literatures associated with different taxo-
nomic groups often use markedly different terminology.
Instead, we updated search terms as we found those most
relevant for a particular taxon. We also relied on forward
and backward citation searches, finding additional stud-
ies by searching both articles that cited and articles cited
by those already identified. We began our search broadly
and subsequently conducted more targeted searches for
particular taxa (e.g., birds, fish, insects).
Fundamental Benefit/Cost Categories

Although the myriad resource-related benefits described
in the literature appear to be very different, we found that
many benefits perform a fundamentally similar function.
Indeed, we were able to collapse these benefits into just six
functionally distinct classes to create a unified compara-
tive framework (fig. 1). Importantly, organisms can and
do gain benefits from multiple classes simultaneously. Fig-
ure 1 is not meant to be exhaustive: listed species may ac-
cess other benefits, and many unlisted species also access
these benefits. In addition, we do not claim that the listed
proximate form is the most important social benefit for
that species. See table S2 for a brief explanation of why each
example species is listed in its respective benefit class.
Fundamental Resource-Related Benefits of Sociality

Collective territoriality: larger groups are able to poten-
tially access more resources. This describes organisms
that can occupy larger territories in groups or those that
can travel farther as a group to explore a larger area. For ex-
ample, larger groups of capybaras have larger and higher-
quality home ranges (Herrera and Macdonald 1989), while
larger Volvox colonies move farther in the water column to
exploit larger productive areas (Solari et al. 2008).
Collective detection/capture: larger groups detect and

capture resources with higher probability. This includes
organisms that use shared information or other mecha-
nisms to individually capture more resources when in a
group—for example, larger flocks of birds are more likely
to find rich food patches (Carrascal and Tellería 1990)—
as well as organisms that actively cooperate to capture
resources, such as Myxococcus bacteria, which more effi-
ciently predate on cyanobacteria at higher densities (Fra-
leigh and Burnham 1988).
Collective niche expansion: larger groups can capture

larger or higher-quality resources. This benefit expands
a species’ dietary niche by allowing members of larger
groups to consume novel resources inaccessible to smaller
groups. This includes social spiders that use collective
web structures to capture larger prey (Majer et al. 2018)
and some pathogenic bacteria that suppress their viru-
lence until a quorum is reached to overcome a host’s im-
mune responses (Crespi 2001).
Collective consumption: individuals in larger groups can

consume more of a captured resource before it is lost. Larger
groupsmay be able to better defend resources from others,
as with coyotes (Bowen 1981). Alternatively, collective con-
sumption can permit the capture of a larger fraction of a
resource, such as biofilms that encapsulate a resource and
slow the diffusion of nutrients (Rosenberg et al. 1977;
Koschwanez et al. 2011) or humpback whales that use
bubble nets to feed on a school of fish (Jurasz and Jurasz
1979).
Collective energetics: individuals in larger groups ex-

pend less energy, on average, per unit time. This may be
due to aerodynamic or hydrodynamic benefits, such as
with great white pelicans, which fly in a V formation (Wei-
merskirch et al. 2001). Other social animals, such as em-
peror penguins (Ancel et al. 2015), are better able to ther-
moregulate in a large group, lowering the energetic costs of
maintaining homeostasis.
Collective dispersal: larger groups can more easily dis-

perse from a poor habitat to a new habitat. This benefit
may arise because groups move more efficiently while
searching for a new environment, such as slime molds that
self-assemble into a spore-laden fruiting body (Gadagkar
and Bonner 1994). Alternatively, larger groups may dis-
perse more successfully by accessing other group benefits
when traveling, such as storks collectively sensing air
thermals (Flack et al. 2018), or when they arrive at their
new habitat, such as some ants that exhibit increased sur-
vival when multiple queens found nests together (Johnson
2004).



Resource-related benefit
of sociality

Benefit description Example proximate forms Examples across taxa

Collective territoriality Increase number of

resources available to group

Accessing larger/higher quality

territories

capybara (Herrera and MacDonald 1989), white-

throated magpie-jays (Langen and Vehrencamp

1998), coyote packs (Lamprecht 1981), acacia ants

(Palmer 2004), chimpanzees (Lowen and Dunbar

1994), Volvox colonies (Solari et al. 2008), ring-tailed
lemurs (Pride et al. 2006)

Spending less time looking for

predators (and more time

foraging)

mule deer (Bowyer et al. 2001), greater rheas

(Fernández et al. 2003), degus (Ebensperger et al.

2006), brown-headed cowbirds (Fernández-Juricic et

al. 2007), rabbitfishes (Brandl and Bellwood 2015),

tamarins (Hardie and Buchanan-Smith 1997)

Detecting resources with higher

probability

goldfish (Pitcher et al. 1982), forest tent caterpillars

(Despland and Le Huu 2007), mixed bird flocks (Car-

rascal and Tellería 1990), Brewer’s blackbirds (Horn

1968), guppies (Snijders et al. 2018)Collective detection/capture Increase probability of

capturing a resource

Capturing resources with higher

probability

zebra lionfish (Lönnstedt et al. 2014), aplomado fal-

cons (Hector 1986), lions (Stander and Albon 1993),

groupers and giant moray eels (Bshary et al. 2006),

chimpanzees (Boesch and Boesch 1989), Myxococ-
cus bacteria (Fraleigh and Burnham 1988), spinner
dolphins (Benoit-Bird and Au 2009)

Collective niche expansion
Increasing size range of

resources that can be

captured

Hunting larger or higher quality

prey

social spiders (Majer et al. 2018, Yip et al. 2008, Pow-

ers and Avilés 2007), African wild dogs (Creel and

Creel 1995), ant predation (Cerdá and Dejean 2011),

Harris’ hawks (Bednarz 1988), bacteria (Crespi 2001,

Williams et al. 2000), sevengill sharks (Ebert 1991),

orcas (Guinet et al. 2000, Baird and Dill 1996), river

otters (Blundell et al. 2002)

Defending kill from others

hyenas (Lehmann et al. 2017, Smith et al. 2008), coy-

otes (Bowen 1981), antibiotic production in bacteria

(Rigali et al. 2008), primates (Wrangham 1980), re-

sources monopolization in yeast (Fisher and Regen-

berg 2019, Regenberg et al. 2016), ant cooperative

transport (McCreery and Breed 2014, Czaczkes and

Ratnieks 2013)

Slowing diffusion of nutrients
bacteria (Berleman et al. 2008, Rosenberg et al.

1977), budding yeast (Koschwanez et al. 2011)
Collective consumption Increase the amount of

resource consumed per capita

Capturing a larger fraction of

prey group

bubble-net feeding in humpback whales (Jurasz and

Jurasz 1979), ospreys (Greene 1987), leaf-notching

moths (Tsubaki and Shiotsu 1982), black-headed

gulls (Götmark et al. 1986), blue tang surgeonfish

(Foster 1985), orcas (Bigg et al. 1987)

Moving more efficiently

grey mullet (Marras et al. 2015), ducklings paddling

on water (Fish 1995), great white pelicans in flight

(Weimerskirch et al. 2001), aquatic crustaceans (Ritz

2000)

Collective energetics Decrease rate of energy

expenditure

Spending less energy on

homeostasis

emperor penguins (Ancel et al. 2015), honeybees

(Kronenberg and Heller 1982), big brown bats (Willis

and Brigham 2007), cavies (Taraborelli and Moreno

2009)

Moving away from current

environment faster

Mormon crickets (Berdahl et al. 2018, Romanczuk

et al. 2009, Simpson et al. 2006), colonial salps

(Sutherland and Weihs 2017), fruiting-body-assisted

dispersal in Dictyostelium (Gadagkar and Bonner

1994, smith et al. 2014) and Myxococcus bacteria
(Shimkets 1999), spider mites (Clotuche et al. 2011)

Accessing collective benefits

while dispersing

storks locating thermals (Flack et al. 2018), V-

formations in northern bald ibises (Portugal et al.

2014)Collective dispersal Increase probability of

successful dispersal

Accessing collective benefits in

new environment

ants (Pogonomyrmex, Johnson 2004; Atta, Mintzer
1987; Lasius, Pull et al. 2013), termites (Matsuura
and Nishida 2001), spider mites (Clotuche et al.

2010) founding new colonies

Figure 1: Six fundamental resource-related benefits of sociality. For each benefit of sociality, we give a brief description, note specific ways
in which the benefit may manifest, and list examples of the benefit across diverse taxa. Rationale for each species’ placement is provided in
table S2.
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Fundamental Resource-Related Cost of Sociality

Intragroup competition: individuals in larger groups suffer
increased competition for resources. While the details of
intragroup competition differ among species (e.g., finder’s
share, dominance effects, scramble or contest competition),
in general, there will be fewer resources available per capita
once captured resources are divided as group size increases.
Non-Resource-Related Benefits and Costs of Sociality

There are a large number of other effects of sociality that
are unrelated to resource acquisition. Such effects include
reducing predation risk via several mechanisms (many-
eyes hypothesis, Trafalgar or confusion effects, selfish herd
principle, dilution; Krause and Ruxton 2002), altering par-
asite risk (Altizer et al. 2003), affecting reproduction, and
more. In short, there are a number of important potential
benefits and costs of sociality that are not directly related
to resource acquisition, which we combine into a single
class (“other mortality”).
Modeling How Benefits of Sociality and Resource
Abundance Affect Group Size

That the many resource-related benefits of sociality can
be collapsed into just six functionally unique categories
suggests that a single model could feasibly incorporate
all of the benefits. We developed such a model to examine
how the benefits of sociality can cause shifts in group size
when resource abundance shifts rapidly. Ourmodel weighs
the resource-related benefits of sociality against the cost
of resource competition and is essentially a complex cost-
benefit analysis, and we deliberately incorporate only the
most essential features of groups foraging for resources.
By incorporating seven benefits of sociality (the six
resource-related benefits plus the generic non-resource-
related benefit) and resource competition cost of sociality,
the model is already complex. As such, adding other fea-
tures relevant to certain social species (such as fission-
fusion dynamics and dominance hierarchies) would make
the model taxon specific but unwieldy. Because of its gen-
eral framing, this model permits us to draw conclusions
that may be applicable to a wide range of taxa but limits
our precision with respect to modeling particular species.
Nonetheless, our model framework is flexible enough to
readily include other features or dynamics relevant to par-
ticular species in future work.
Here, we concisely describe the model and depict it

schematically in figure 2. Code for the model as well as
results are available on Figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084
/m9.figshare.11961879; Kao et al. 2023). We implemented
the stochastic version of ourmodel described in this section
in MATLAB, and we also obtained an analytical solution
(see below and app. A).
Model Overview

In our simplified short-term (within-generations) ecolog-
ical model of social group foraging, a group of size M
exists in an environment containing resources whose di-
mensionless sizes vary from 0 to Cmax p 1 following a
power law distribution based on empirical and theoretical
work on mass-abundance relationships in nature (i.e.,
Damuth’s law; White et al. 2007; Rossberg et al. 2008).
As such, the probability density P(C) that a resource is
a certain size C is given by (11 gC)CgC=C11gC

max , where we
set the exponent to gC p 23=4 (Damuth 1987). A group
is assigned a territory of a certain size, giving it access to a
particular number m of those potential resources. To ex-
amine the sensitivity of our model to variations from
Damuth’s law, we also performed simulations with re-
source sizes following a normal distribution (fig. S1).
Each individual in the group starts with a store of energy,

c0. Throughout the simulation, the group attempts to de-
tect, capture, and consume each of the m potential re-
sources in its territory. There is some probability, ps, that
the group successfully detects and captures a particular re-
source. However, the group can capture resources only
within its niche (if C ≤ Ch, where Ch is the maximum size
resource that the group can capture)—the group must ig-
nore the resource if it is too large. If the group successfully
captures a particular resource, each individual in the group
consumes some portion of the resource, but the group
members might not consume the entire resource before
it is lost (e.g., to conspecifics, heterospecifics, or the envi-
ronment). Each individual can consume up to quantity cd
of the resource before it is lost. However, we assume that
groupmates share resources equitably, so that individuals
consume a maximum of C=M if the entire resource is con-
sumed. Therefore, the actual amount of the captured re-
source that an individual consumes is cc p minfcd ,C=
Mg. If the resource was not detected or captured by the
group or was outside of its niche, then cc p 0 for that
resource.
While the group tries to capture the available resources,

each individual burns a total of cb energy. In addition,
there is some probability, pp, that an individual dies be-
cause of some non-resource-related cause. If the individ-
uals in the group run out of energy (i.e., if c0 1

P
cc 2

cb ≤ 0), then the group attempts to disperse to a new
habitat; it successfully disperses with some probability,
pe, and otherwise the individuals in the group die.
Therefore, an individual survives a simulation if (a) it

does not die from a non-resource-related cause and does

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.11961879
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not run out of energy or (b) it does not die from a non-
resource-related cause and runs out of energy but success-
fully disperses.

How the Different Benefits of Sociality Increase
with Group Size

For each simulation, we “turned on” one of the benefits of
sociality, such that larger groups exhibit improved perfor-
mance in that aspect of the simulation (fig. 2, squares). In
particular, depending on which of the seven benefits we
turn on, one of the following parameters will be a function
of group size M: m (number of accessible resources, i.e.,
collective territoriality), ps (probability that group detects
and captures resource, i.e., collective detection/capture),
Ch (maximum accessible resource size to a given group,
i.e., collective niche expansion), cd (potential amount of
captured resources that are consumed by an individual,
i.e., collective consumption), cb (energy spent by one indi-
vidual, i.e., collective energetics), pp (probability of dying
from non-resource-related causes, i.e., other mortality), or
pe (probability of surviving after dispersal, i.e., collective
dispersal). The specific functions we used are defined in
box 1.
Running the Simulations

We ran simulations for each mechanism, where the
strength of the mechanism was set to 10%, 50%, or 90%
of its maximum value (see app. B for details of how we
set the maximum values for each mechanism). We set
m1 to either 1 or 20 to capture different ecological regimes
where resources are relatively rare or common, respec-
tively, although we note that this choice did not strongly
affect our conclusions (fig. S2). Note that the two values
of m1 do not signify resource scarcity versus abundance
(which is implemented as described in the next para-
graph) but rather determine the extent to which a partic-
ular individual or group may typically rely on each re-
source item. If m1 is set to 1, the group must consume
that resource to survive; with m1 equal to 20, the stakes
for each resource item are lower. We set as, ah, ad, ab,
ap, and ae to .001, .01, .1, .25, .5, .75, .9, .99, or .999. In gen-
eral, the parameters ab, ap, and ae (parameters related to
energetics, other mortality, and dispersal benefits) affect
dynamics only when their respective mechanisms are
turned on, since ab and ae play a role only when those
mechanisms are on, and we set ap p 0 unless that mecha-
nism is turned on.
Box 1: Functional forms of the relationships between group size and parameters associated
with each category of sociality benefits implemented in the model

Collective territoriality. Number of accessible resources given by m p m1Mgt , where m1 is the number of potential
resources available to a solitary individual and gt is the strength of this social benefit.

Collective detection/capture. Probability that the group detects and captures a resource given by ps p 12
(12 as)

ks(M21)11, where as is the probability that a solitary individual detects and captures a resource within its
niche and ks is the strength of this social benefit. This functional form, as well as similar ones below, are based
on the perfect many-eyes model (Ward et al. 2011) but modified to allow for different strengths of the social ben-
efit (to match the perfect many-eyes model, we would set ks p 1). This function increases from ps(M p 1) p as

to ps(M p ∞) p 1.
Collective niche expansion. Maximum accessible resource size given by Ch p ahCmaxMgh , where ah is the maximum

size resource that a solitary individual can capture, as a proportion of Cmax, and gh is the strength of this social benefit.
Collective consumption. Maximum amount of a captured resource each individual is capable of consuming be-

fore the resource is lost, given by cd p adCmaxMgd , where ad is the maximum amount, as a proportion of Cmax, that
a solitary individual can consume and gd is the strength of this social benefit.

Collective energetics. Energy spent by one individual given by cb p c1((12 ab)
kb(M21)11 1 ab), where c1 is the

amount of energy that a solitary individual burns during the simulation, kb is the strength of this social benefit,
and ab represents the fraction of energy burned by a solitary individual that an individual in an infinitely large
group burns. This function decreases from cb(M p 1) p c1 to cb(M p ∞) p abc1 (where 0 ≤ ab ≤ 1).

Other mortality. Probability of dying from non-resource-related causes given by pp p a
kp(M21)11
p , where ap is the

probability that a solitary individual dies from a non-resource-related cause and kp is the strength of this social
benefit. This function decreases from pp(M p 1) p ap to pp(M p ∞) p 0.

Collective dispersal. Probability of surviving after dispersal given by pe p ae(12 ake(M21)
e ), where ae is the prob-

ability that an infinitely large group successfully disperses and ke is the strength of this social benefit. This function
increases from pe(M p 1) p 0 to pe(M p ∞) p ae.
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We calculated the probability that an individual survives
a simulation for group sizes ranging from 1 to 100, for both
an abundant resource regime and a scarce resource regime.
Wedefine the abundant resource regime as the conditionwhere
a solitary individual is expected to have exactly 0 energy at
the end of the simulation (see app. B for details). The free
parameters available to tune this “edge of starvation” are c0
and c1 (the amount of energy that an individual starts the
simulation with and the amount of energy that a solitary
individual burns during the simulation, respectively).
We choose to tune c1 while setting c0 p 1. If the edge of
starvation (and therefore the abundant resource regime)
is given by c*1, then we define the scarce resource regime
by setting c1 to sc*1, where s p 1:01 or 1.05, implying that
when resources are scarce, it takes longer (i.e., more energy)
for a group to detect each resource.
For each combination of parameter values, we ran 10,000

simulations for each group size ranging from 1 to 100 and
computed the optimal group size (defined as that which
maximizes survival probability) for both the abundant re-
sources condition and the scarce resources condition. Be-
cause our model excludes individual variation, individual
survival probability is necessarily equal to group survival
probability, except when the other mortality benefit ap-
plies, in which case we compute the optimal group size
based on the individual survival probability. For the dis-
persal mechanism, the probability of survival asymptotes
to ae for large group sizes, so it is difficult to determine
the optimal group size in simulations because a wide range
of group sizes have survival probabilities close toae. We ob-
serve that for this mechanism, as group size increases, the
probability of survival appears to either monotonically in-
crease or initially decrease and then increase. Therefore, the
optimal group size can only be either M p 1 or M p ∞
(or M p 100 for our simulations). Because of this, we
simply observed the survival probability for the two ex-
treme group sizes to determine the optimal group size.
To accurately estimate the optimal group size, we included

a set of parameter values in our analyses only if at least
one group size, in each of the abundant and scarce condi-
tions, had a survival probability greater than 5% and if none
of the group sizes, in both the abundant and scarce condi-
tions, had survival probabilities greater than 95%.
Model Predictions: The Effect of the Sociality
Benefit Class on Group Size Shifts

Depending on which benefit of sociality was present in the
simulation, we found that the optimal group size can de-
crease, increase, or stay the same when resources become
scarce. In figure 3A and 3B, we show examples of the op-
timal group size being smaller under scarce than abundant
conditions, and vice versa. In addition to our stochastic
simulations, we developed an analytical solution to our
model (exact when the number of resources m p 1; see
app. A), which closely matches our simulation results
(fig. 3A, 3B).
Across all of the parameter space, a benefit of sociality

permitted the existence of social groups (i.e., survival prob-
ability was maximized when the group size M 1 1, for ei-
ther the abundant resource condition or the scarce resource
condition) in 11%–82% of parameter sets, depending on
the active social benefit (fig. 3C). Since our aimwas to study
social species, in subsequent analyses, we focused on those
sets of parameter values that permitted social groups, ex-
cluding the asocial parameter sets.
Within this restricted parameter space, 13%–76% of

parameter sets led to a shift in group size when resource
abundance shifted (fig. 3D). The magnitude and direction
of group size shifts strongly depended on which benefit of
sociality was present (fig. 3E). The territoriality, detec-
tion/capture, and energetics mechanisms tended to lead
to decreases in group size when resources became scarce
(explained in detail in app. C). While the niche expansion
and other mortality mechanisms could lead to group size
shifts in either direction (fig. 3E), the magnitudes tended
to be small (and therefore could be difficult to detect ex-
perimentally or observationally in nature). The consump-
tion and dispersal mechanisms tended to lead to group
size increases under scarcity (explained in app. C), with
collective dispersal leading to very large increases in
group size (however, for this mechanism a wide range
of group sizes had similar survival rates). Plotting the rel-
ative frequency of decreases and increases in group size
(fig. 3F) confirms that only the consumption and dis-
persal benefits robustly cause increases in group size un-
der scarcity. Our results for simulations with resource
sizes following a normal distribution, rather than Da-
muth’s law, are qualitatively very similar (fig. S1), with
the main difference in the predictions for the collective
consumption benefit. This difference is intuitive because
of the fact that collective consumption applies only to
very large resources; the effect of this benefit on groups’
response to scarcity therefore depends on how prevalent
very large resources are in the environment. Because our
main analysis included only two levels of resource abun-
dance (abundant or scarce), we confirmed that groups’ re-
sponses to the extent of scarcity are monotonic (app. D).
We found no examples of scarcity having nonmonotonic
effects on group size.
Empirical Evidence for the Model Predictions

Wereturned to the literature to examine the extent towhich
existing data support, or contradict, our theoretical pre-
dictions. On the basis of the quantitative results in figure 3,
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we partitioned the seven benefits of sociality (six resource-
related categories plus the other mortality category) into
three groups: those that tend to lead to decreases, increases,
or only very small changes in group sizes when resources
become scarce (fig. 4, “model results”).
Literature Survey

To examine how well existing evidence supports these
coarse model predictions, we conducted an additional liter-
ature search. We focused on finding taxa with both known
changes in group size under short-term resource abun-
dance shifts and a known or widely hypothesized reason
for the change (fig. 4, “empirical evidence”). Our method-
ology was very similar to that for the first literature review.
We found only a small number of taxa that satisfied both
requirements (i.e., a documented change in group size un-
der short-term changes in resource availability with agree-
ment among experts for a particular mechanism). All of
these taxa are either included in figure 4 or discussed below
as examples with less clear evidence. This search was also
not meant to be exhaustive and was unbiased, as decisions
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about inclusion were made without regard for whether the
results fit our predictions.
Evidence Aligns with Model Predictions

For species with relatively strong evidence of which benefits
dominate, we found substantial agreement between empirical
examples and our model predictions (fig. 4, “empirical ev-
idence”). For example, there is evidence that lion prides (Ca-
raco and Wolf 1975), chimpanzee troops (Chapman et al.
1995), bottlenose dolphin pods (Campbell et al. 2002), and
pied wagtail flocks (Davies and Houston 1983) are smaller
when resources are scarce. Previous work suggests that these
species benefit particularly from collective territoriality, col-
lective detection/capture, and collective niche expansion.
Our model predicts that collective territoriality and collective
detection/capture typically lead to smaller groups under
scarcity (but that collective niche expansion should lead to
only small decreases in group sizes under scarcity).
Other species increase their group size under scarcity.

Large bands ofMormon crickets aremore likely to discover
new habitats (collective dispersal) butmay also benefit from
Scarcity leads to
larger groups

Scarcity leads to
smaller groups

consumption
territoriality

detection/capture
niche expansion

other mortality
energetics

dispersal

Model results

lion prides (territoriality,
detection/capture, or niche
expansion; Caraco & Wolf 1975)

chimpanzee troops 
(detection/capture;
Chapman et al. 1995)

roving bands of Mormon
crickets (dispersal, other 
mortality; Simpson et al. 2006)

Empirical evidence

bacterial biofilms (consumption,
territoriality; Dewanti & Wong
1995, Zhang et al. 2014)

clumps of S. cerevisiae cells 
(consumption; Gimeno et al.
1992, Koschwanez et al. 2011)

D. discoideum slime molds 
(dispersal; smith et al. 2014)

ants with multiple foundress 
queens (dispersal; Johnson 2004)

bottlenose dolphins (detection/capture;
Campbell et al. 2002, Bearzi et al.
1997, Defran et al. 1999)

house sparrow flocks (other 
mortality; Elgar 1987)

small carpenter bees (other 
mortality; Rehan et al. 2011)

mule deer (other mortality; Bowyer 
et al. 2001)

pied wagtails (territoriality; Davies & 
Houston 1983)

American flamingoes (other mortality;
Arengo & Baldassarre 1995)

Figure 4: Comparing our model predictions to existing empirical data. The model results, shown in figure 3C–3F, lead to coarse classifications of
the benefits of sociality based on their general tendency to produce decreases, increases, or only minor shifts in group size when resources become
scarce. Existing empirical evidence, while relatively scant, tends to agree with our model predictions. We note that this comparison is preliminary,
since even for the species that we list in this figure, the dominant benefit of sociality is not known with certainty.
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predator avoidance (other mortality; Simpson et al. 2006).
Slime molds, such as Dictyostelium discoideum, aggregate
into a social slug when resources become scarce and form
a spore-carrying fruiting body (collective dispersal; Smith
et al. 2014). Bacteria can form biofilms (Dewanti andWong
1995; Zhang et al. 2014), and the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae can form clumps (Gimeno et al. 1992; Koschw-
anez et al. 2011) when nutrients are scarce, which absorb
more of a resource’s nutrients and/or cooperatively produce
digestive enzymes (collective consumption). For some spe-
cies of ants, new colonies started by multiple foundress
queens are more likely to survive than colonies with single
queens (collective dispersal; Johnson 2004). Our model
predicts that collective dispersal and collective consump-
tion do lead to larger groups under scarcity. Indeed, some
of the species benefiting from collective dispersal exhibit
the extremely large increases in group size predicted in
our model, such asMormon crickets and locusts that tran-
sition from solitary individuals to vast swarms.
Still other species have been shown to not change

their group size significantly when resource abundances
change. For example, house sparrow flocks remained the
same size regardless of the feeder size presented to them
(Elgar 1987), social nesting in small carpenter bees did
not depend on nest site availability or foraging opportu-
nity (Rehan et al. 2011), mule deer group sizes were
consistent regardless of the patch size of habitat or avail-
ability of water (Bowyer et al. 2001), and the average flock
size of American flamingos did not depend on food abun-
dance (Arengo and Baldassarre 1995). For all of these ex-
amples, it is presumed that these species form groups to
decrease their risk of predation—our model predicts that
the other mortality collective benefit should not lead to
changes in group size as resource abundance shifts.
For other species, the underlying driver of sociality is

less well resolved. For example, finches and monk para-
keets form larger flocks when resources are scarce (Cody
1971; South and Pruett-Jones 2000). These groups may
benefit from collective sensing/capture, but alternatively
large groups may simply reflect aggregation at fewer food
patches. Hyenas were shown to decrease their group size
under scarcity, with several hypothesized mechanisms
driving sociality, including collective capture and collec-
tive consumption (Smith et al. 2008), and it is not known
which, if any, may dominate. See table S1 for examples
across taxa where group sizes have been measured across
different resource abundances.
While existing empirical data generally support our

model predictions, we stress that this comparison is pre-
liminary and certainly not exhaustive, as the dominant
driver of sociality is generally not known with certainty.
Experiments specifically designed to test our model pre-
dictions are therefore necessary.
Discussion

Contrary to the general expectation that decreased re-
source availability should lead to smaller groups (e.g., Pre-
diger et al. 2014), there are many species for which groups
remain stable or even increase in size under scarcity (ta-
ble S1). We hypothesized that differing key benefits of so-
ciality may account for these divergent responses to scar-
city, and we explored this hypothesis by developing a
conceptual framework for understanding how different
classes of sociality benefits interact with changes in re-
source abundance. Through a literature review, we col-
lated a wide variety of resource-related benefits across taxa
and discovered that these benefits can be condensed into
just six classes with fundamentally different functional
forms (fig. 1). These classes motivated the development
of our model of groups acquiring resources (fig. 2), which
was able to reproduce the full range of responses to scar-
city in nature in both stochastic and analytic implementa-
tions. Specifically, our model revealed that the direction
andmagnitude of group size changes due to declines in re-
source abundance are strongly dependent on the underly-
ing key benefit of sociality (fig. 3). This allowed us to par-
tition the benefits into three groups: those predicted to
lead to smaller, larger, or similar-sized groups under scar-
city (fig. 4). Although currently limited, existing data on a
variety of species broadly support our model predictions.
Organizing the complex array of resource-related bene-

fits of sociality proposed for various organisms into six
functionally distinct categories proved intrinsically in-
sightful, because it allowed us to draw hitherto unrecog-
nized parallels across diverse taxa. For example, we now
realize that both groups of yeast slowing the diffusion of
nutrients (Koschwanez et al. 2011) and groups of hyenas
defending a carcass from competitors (Smith et al. 2008)
benefit from collective consumption (i.e., increasing the
fraction of a captured resource that can be consumed). His-
torically, the search for a general understanding of the eco-
logical and social context of group living has been particu-
larly challenging, in part because sociality is so widespread
taxonomically, as the specific benefits, costs, contexts, and
even lexicons of sociality are system specific (Rubenstein
and Abbot 2017). Our classification of resource-related ben-
efits into categories that are relevant across the diversity of
life is a first step toward a unified understanding of sociality.
Our study is conceptually related to Shen et al. (2017),

which divides benefits of sociality into two categories: re-
source defense benefits and collective action benefits. The
former does not increase the amount of resources ac-
cessible to the group (the per capita resource allotment
decreasesmonotonically as a function of group size), while
the latter does (the per capita resource allotment can in-
crease, to a certain extent, with group size). While that
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study was unable to distinguish among collective action
benefits, our study reveals fundamental classes of collec-
tive action benefits and predicts different responses to
scarcity. In addition, because of the flexibility of ourmodel
framework (particularly by changing the strength of the
benefit), we can simulate scenarios where the per capita re-
source allotment increases or decreases as a function of
group size for a particular range of group sizes. In general,
an increase in per capita resources improves an individ-
ual’s probability of survival, leading to a larger optimal
group size, and vice versa.
Furthermore, our model provides clear predictions for

expected shifts in optimal group size under scarcity, de-
pending on which is the main benefit that is “turned on.”
All of our six categories of benefits make it easier for larger
groups to acquire the resources they need, yet they differ
substantially in the resulting direction and magnitude of
predicted group size changes under short-term resource
shifts (fig. 3). These differences were apparent despite our
very broad parameter space—which one may have expected
would wash out differences between the different sociality
benefits. This indicates that changes in group size in real spe-
cies may contain strong signals of the most important ben-
efits driving the maintenance of sociality. For example, while
groups benefiting from collective territoriality frequently
shrink in size when resources become scarce, groups ben-
efiting from collective dispersal tend to get much larger.
We explored the reasons for these differences in appen-
dix C. For instance, the collective dispersal benefit causes
larger groups under scarcity because scarcity leads tomore
starvation-induced dispersal attempts, so the effect of this
benefit is stronger under scarcity. Likewise, collective con-
sumption is also stronger under scarcity. Collective con-
sumption provides a benefit only with resources that are
too large to consume immediately. In our simulations, these
large resources became crucial for survival under scarcity,
thereby increasing the strength of the benefit compared
with abundant resource conditions, when individuals need
to consumeonly amodest amount of each resource. Thus, col-
lective consumption, like collective dispersal, causes scarcity-
induced increases in group size. See appendix C for detailed
explanations of the mechanisms behind these and other
benefit categories.
For the sake of tractability, we made many simplifying

assumptions in our model. While these simplifications
limit our ability to make specific predictions about partic-
ular species, they were crucial in attempting what is, to our
knowledge, the first comprehensive accounting of the di-
versity of resource-related benefits of sociality in a single
framework. As we described in “Scope,” we focused only
on the benefits of sociality directly related to the acquisi-
tion and expenditure of resources, with all of the myriad
other non-resource-related benefits of sociality aggregated
into a single category. Many various costs and benefits of
sociality are implicitly included in this other mortality
category, such as those associated with predation risk
and reproduction. Indeed, predation risk and reproduc-
tion, in particular, are themselves broad categories of costs
and benefits, and it may be valuable in future work to ap-
ply an approach similar to that presented here to these
broad categories, dissecting them into functionally distinct
consequences of sociality. For example, perhaps some of
the many identified mechanisms decreasing the predation
risk to social animals (e.g., the many-eyes effect, confusion
effect, mobbing, dilution of risk) are actually functionally
equivalent to each other. Similarly, it may be useful to
gather the many reproduction-related benefits of sociality
(e.g., increased mating opportunities and/or choice, allo-
parental food provisioning, and/or offspring guarding) into
functionally distinct categories.
Additional simplifying assumptions of our framework

include the fact that we considered the effects of only one
benefit category at a time, while multiple types of benefits
are likely important in many cases—examining how our
benefit classes interact would be an interesting and poten-
tially fruitful area of future work. We also made assump-
tions about how resources are distributed in the environ-
ment and how they decline under scarce conditions, and
we simulated only two potential mass-abundance relation-
ships for resources (figs. 2, S2). We assumed that all of the
mechanisms, except intragroup competition, function as ben-
efits of sociality, rather than costs. We omitted intergroup
competition, interspecies interactions (except through the
consumption mechanism), demographic structures such
as assortment based on kinship, and strategies besides dis-
persal to stave off starvation.We recognize the importance
of all of these dynamics for certain social species and that
many of these dynamics have enjoyed considerable research
attention. Our goal was to add to this literature a new, com-
plementary approach by focusing on the relationship be-
tween resource-related benefits of sociality and changes
in group size when resource abundance shifts.
Furthermore, ourmodel assumes that all individuals are

identical within a group and split resources equally, ex-
cluding individual variation and intragroup dynamics (e.g.,
dominance hierarchies, finder’s shares, division of labor).
Individuals in real groups may gain different proportions
of captured resources, and resource scarcity may impact
certain group members more than others (e.g., males vs.
females; Chapman et al. 1995; Hartwell et al. 2021). Some
individuals may “cheat,” gaining more than their share or
saving energy by avoiding contributing to a collective ben-
efit. Such dynamics may have different effects on the dif-
ferent benefits of sociality, causing cooperation to collapse
more easily for some benefits. Thus, an important direc-
tion of future work will be to incorporate heterogeneity
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within groups. Our currentmodel does consider stochastic
effects (such as probabilistic resource capture, survival,
and dispersal), which can be interpreted as resulting from
small individual differences within each group, but inves-
tigating how the different benefits of sociality interact
within a multilevel selection framework will be important
for gaining a fuller understanding of how sociality evolves
and is influenced by ecological context. Such an extension
to themodel, including groups interacting with each other,
could also explicitly uncover Allee effects, which surely ex-
ist in the interactions between the benefits of sociality and
the cost of intragroup competition that we investigated.
We also assumed that observed group sizes in nature

should correlate with optimal group size. This requires in-
dividual behavior to be plastic on short timescales, such
that group size can change adaptively to changing resource
conditions. This plasticity is a typical assumption of fission-
fusion models (e.g., Guerra et al. 2020), yet some groups
lack this plasticity. In these cases, other measures could
serve as proxies for optimal group size, such as stress hor-
mones or body condition of individuals across groups of
different sizes (Pride 2005; Markham et al. 2015; Dantzer
et al. 2017), changes in the social network structure (Henzi
et al. 2009; Foster et al. 2012), or the degree of investment
in social behaviors such as grooming (Chapman and Chap-
man 1999). Group sizes may increase not because of indi-
viduals joining the group but because of reproduction of
members of the group and the offspring remaining in the
group for some period of time. Because these offspring
are by definition related to other group members, the opti-
mal group size, when incorporating kin effects, may be dif-
ferent from what our model predicts (Shen et al. 2017).
However, in general, the mechanics of how groups change
in size are less relevant to the predictions of our model, as
long as the group size can change at a similar timescale as
the change in resource abundance.
Even when group size is plastic, group sizes may deviate

from the predicted optimal. For example, groupsmaymore
closely match the stable, rather than optimal, size (i.e., the
group size for which the probability of survival is the same
as that for a solitary individual; Giraldeau 1988). Evenwhen
considering the stable group size, however, it is likely that
the direction and magnitude of group size shift in response
to scarcity will be consistent with our results reported here.
Our model predictions may also be less relevant for aggre-
gations with other constraints on size, such as those with
a limited number of food patches of nesting grounds or
groups that shrink during resource scarcity because of the
mortality of some individuals. Additionally, actual group
sizes may not match a given individual’s desired group size
because group size is an emergent property of the prefer-
ences of all of the individuals (Guerra et al. 2020). For these
reasons, care needs to be taken to understand the context of
the natural history of the species under study before apply-
ing our model framework to make predictions about how
group sizes should shift when resource abundance shifts.
Our model also focuses specifically on how group sizes

shift when they experience scarce resource availability.
This was achieved by setting an individual in the abundant
regime at the edge of starvation and then setting the scarce
regime to be even harsher than that. We focused on this
scarce regime partly because our measure of fitness was
survival probability, which requires a meaningful proba-
bility of death to compare across groups. It is possible that
different predictions would arise when considering scenarios
with truly abundant resource availability (such as during
mast years), but other fitness measures would need to be
used, such as fat stores or brood size. Our model could be
adapted to examine these other ecologically relevant regimes.
While we must be careful in predicting shifts in group

size for particular species, it may still be valuable to make
such predictions, especially in the context of anthropogenic
impacts and global climate change. Studies predict that
shrinking habitats and climate change will be devastating
to a wide range of taxa and lead tomass extinctions (Román-
Palacios andWiens 2020). For social species that are threat-
ened, it is important to understand how the changing en-
vironment will shape behavior and how this will influence
survival. In particular, climate change is predicted to sub-
stantially impact resource abundances in many habitats
(because of increased fires, droughts, and other causes) and
may lead to unnaturally severe scarcity events. Understanding
how particular benefits of sociality may be affected by such
events, and how species at risk may respond, will allow us to
better form strategies to mitigate their negative effects. Cli-
mate change may also offer opportunities to further develop
and test our model and approach, as its attendant resource
abundance shifts may serve as natural experiments allowing
researchers to observe how a variety of species respond un-
der these scenarios (e.g., Chapman and Valenta 2015).
We aggregated results of all of our simulations across a

wide range of parameter values, which allowed us to cap-
ture, coarsely, the lifestyles of diverse organisms and envi-
ronments. In principle, researchers could generate more
precise, targeted predictions for particular species by run-
ning simulations within a narrower parameter space. After
doing so, one may be able to substantially reduce the list of
likely drivers of sociality by simply knowing that the spe-
cies is social or knowing how group sizes shift when re-
sources become scarce. Given all of the complexity of so-
cial behavior, discussed above, that we necessarily omitted
from ourmodel, it would currently be challenging tomake
such inferences with confidence. However, this is a valu-
able area of future research because understanding the
selection pressures that cause organisms to become, and
remain, social is one of the major questions in biology.
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How responsive organisms are to shifts in resources
may depend on how stable or unstable resources were dur-
ing their evolutionary past. In some cases, species may
even be adapted to extreme situations, when selection is
strongest, rather than the “typical” environment (e.g., Grant
and Grant 2002). Sensitivity to shifting resources and plas-
ticity in group size and social behavior clearly varies across
species, but there is evidence to suggest that it can even vary
within species, particularly when populations occupy dif-
ferent environments or when group size is assessed at dif-
ferent timescales (e.g., see spider and colobus monkeys,
where multiple directions of group size shift have been ob-
served in the same species; table S1). Even within a group,
the relative selection pressures may change with resource
abundance: when food is abundant, non-resource-related
benefits of sociality may more strongly dictate the size of
the group, but when food is more scarce, resource-related
benefits may become dominant. In our model analysis, we
discarded sets of parameter values where the probability
of survival was uniformly high or low for all group sizes,
since this made it impossible to determine the optimal
group size; however, this subset of parameter space may
be useful to determine ecological contexts where resource-
related benefitsmay exertmore or less selection pressure rel-
ative to non-resource-related benefits.
Despite the inherent cost of increased resource com-

petition, a great many organisms live in groups, enjoying
diverse benefits that overcome the costs of competition.
Our classification of benefits into six functionally unique
categories permits a cross-comparison of the drivers of
sociality across taxa, and our modeling framework dem-
onstrates that functionally distinct benefits lead to di-
verging predictions for group size shifts under scarcity—
predictions that align with empirical observations. Thus,
our framework helps explain why groups in some species
get larger, rather than smaller, under scarcity and moves
us closer to a unified understanding of sociality across
taxa.
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